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surements with a simple regression model. However, for
a robust solution a relatively large observational data set
is required. Another approach is to model satellite sensor
brightness temperatures
with a radiative transfer model.
and then to relate the modeled brightness temperatures
to the surface temperatures
used to drive the model.
This approach is used here and is commonly used for sea
surface temperature
(SST) retrieval (e.g., Minnett, 1990;
Llewell;ln-Jones
et al., 1984; Barton, 1985). A more complete review of SST algorithms is given by McClain et
al. (1985). For SST estimated using two “split-window”
infrared channels at approximately
11 ,mn and 12 pm an
error or
absolute
accuracy of 0.q5-1 K (root-mean-square
RMSE) has been obtained (Llewellyn-Jones
et al., 1984;
M&lain et al., 1985). Land surface temperature
(LST)
estimation
is generally less accurate due to the larger
variabilih
of surface conditions, where errors of 2-3 K
are common (Price, 198:3).
In this stud!, surface temperature
retrieval algorithms arcA developed
for the AVHRRs on board the
NOAA 7, 9, 11, and 12 satellites, and for the ATSR ml
board ERS-1. Of the five AVHRR channels two thermal
channels (Channels 4 and Fj centered at approximately 11
,~uln and 12 puni. respectively) are used. NOAAs 6 and 10
are not ust~l because they lack a 12 ,~m channel. The
A\‘HRR scan angle ranges from 0” to approximately 55”.
Of the four ATSR channels two thermal channels, cmtered at approximately 11 pm and 12 pm, are employed.
The ATSR instrument
is unique in that the sensor views
the same ground
location
from two angles, a forward
angle of’ 55’ and a nadir angle. While the sensor does
also scan across track from 0” to approximately 22”, onlythe forward and nadir angle views are used in the surf&e
temperahire
retrieval.
For the retries-al of SST, a multichannel
algorithm
that corrrActs for atmospheric attenuation of upwelling radiation primarily d116~ to water vapor absorption is comrr1011lv

emp10\w1

ie.g..

Hart011

et

Arctic Stations

Antarctic Stations

Fipn,
I. Arctic (top) and Antarctic (hottoni) locations that comprise the radiosonde
profile data set used in the modeling of satellite rdiances.
For the Arctic. stars indicate
those stations used in the land algorithm: triangles show the stations cased in the OCCWI
algoritlllll.

al., 1989):

T.=n(~)+~b,(f)r,,

(1)

/=I

where 8 is the satellite scan angle, a(0) and h,(B) are scan
angle-dependent
coefficients
and T, are the measured
brightness temperatures
in each thermal channel i of n.
For the ATSR, the scan angle is an implicit part of (1).
The coefficients are determined
through a least squares
regression procedure, where surface temperatures
are regressed against modeled brightness temperatures.
Brightness temperature
differences and/or ratios between two
channels may also be used (r.g., Schluessel and Crassl,
1990).
To simulate radiances in the AVHRR and ATSR
thermal channels, daily temperature
and humidity profiles are used with a radiative transfer model. Radiosonde
ascents over the northern
hemisphere
are taken from
three archives: the North Pole archive, the NCAR ar-

chive, and the Historical Arctic Rawinsonde archive (Serreze et al., 1992). Soundings are sampled from these
three archives over the entire Arctic, over land, ocean,
and sea ice north of 65”N latitude for the period I9781991. For the Arctic ice surface temperature
algorithm
more than 1000 drifting ice and coastal station radiosonde profiles were used. The Arctic snow-free land algorithms are based on approximately
800 profiles from
37 coastal and interior stations. Profile data for Antarctica are taken from the Antarctic Radiosonde Data Set
(Connolley and King, 1993), a compilation of data from
18 land stations, including 16 coastal stations and two interior stations o\rer the period 1982-1990.
More than
1000 profiles were used in the Antarctic analvsis. Surface
temperature
algorithms for the Antarctic do not distinguish between land and frozen ocean because only a very

AVHRR and ATSR Response Functions
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small percentage of’the land area is ever snow-free. Figure 1 shows the locations of’the radiosonde stations.
The radiative transfer model used to simulate the satellite sensor radiances is LOWTRAN 7 (hereafter LOFTTRAN) (Kneizys et al., 1988). Earlier versions of LOWTRAN have been used in the retrieval of’ SST (Barton
et al., 1989; KH92). LOWTRAN calculates atmospheric
transmittance/radiance
for wave numbers ranging f’rom O
to 50,000 cn-’ (wavelengths of’ 0.2 pm to infinity) and
includes calculations
for multiple scattering. Radiances
iire calculated at 5 cm-’ mtervals, interpolated
by LOWTRAN from 20 cn-’ absorption intervals. The AVHRR
calculations 3re done for sensor scan q+s
from 0” to
60” in 10” increments.
For the ATSR, nadir and forward
radi;mces arc‘ modeled at 0” and 55”, respectively. LOWTRAN’s built-in subarctic winter and summer profiles of’
trace gaes and aerosols are used. Blanchet and List (1983)
show that the volu~ne extinction
coefficient
of Arctic
haze is generally of the same order of magnitude as thwt
of’tropospheric aerosols, so that tropospheric background
aerosols amounts are used. Sensor response functions for
NOAA 7, 9, 11, 12 and ERS-1 ATSR (Fig. 2) are applied
to the calculated radiances, and then radiances are couverted to brightness temperatures
by inverting the Planck
function at the channel central wavelength appropriate
for the temperature
range 2X-270 K (NOAA, 1991).

ICE SURFACE

TEMPERATURE

For ice/snow surface temperature
the AVHRR we use the equation
?‘,=cl+hT,,+c(T,,-T,,)+n[(T,,-T,,)

(IST)

retrieval
(set B-l)],

from
(2)

where ‘I’, is the estimated surface temperature
(K), ‘I”,,
:tnd TI1 are the brightness temperatures
(K) at 11 pm
(AVHRR Channel 4) and 12 pm (Channel 5), and B is
the sensor scan angle. KH92 used a very similar form.

though this form was found to be superior. Coefficients
0, h, c, and cl are derived for the following temperature
ranges: T, ,<240 K, 240 K<Z’,,<260 K, T, ,>260 K. The
use of’ temperature
ranges rather than the se’;1sons defined in KH92 provides greater flexibilit)- in the ulgorithm. For example, the central Arctic during winter is
typically much warmer than the Atlantic side of the Arctic. Using seasons defined bv calendar months would rcsult in the sume set of coefficients being 11~631 in tmth locations.

For the ATSR we use the relationship
T,=tr +b?‘, I ,di, +cl’, I ~,,,,,,,d+~l~,
I riii,/w+~~‘lL~w,,nd. (13)
where ir-,, and TI1 8re the brightness temperatures
of the
11 pm and 12 pm channels ill Kelvin and tht> subscripts
ndir
and f~)t~~/rcl refer to the two viewing angles.
For i&snow surface temperature
retrie\al, the slurtace is asslimed to be snow-co\,ered. Direction~d emissi\;ities fi)r snow are modelled following the procedure of
Dozier and Warren (1982). Hriefly, the single scattering
albedo and asymmetrv
factor are calcul~lted from the
and the
\vavelellgth-cleperlMie equations,
’ directional,
dent elnissivities are derived from the I)eltw-EddingtoIl
approxinlation
to the uadiativc transfer equation. The directional c,missi\iities are then integrated
with the r(‘sponse I;inctioii for cliaiiiwl i:

where

c(i.,H) is the emissi\it)-

i, and

y, is the sensor

volume.

Additionally,

in direction

0 at wavelength

response timction wlii& is 0 outside of’ [&,&]. The ch~tnnel-integrated
cmissivities for
snow are given in Table 1. At the wavelengths
used here
Dozier and Warren
(1982) found that the emissivity is
essentially insensitive to siiow grain size iis well as the
amount of liquid water, up to 20% of the total particle
these
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do
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laboratory
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T&P 2. AVHRH Arctic Snow/Ice Coefficients for Use with
Equation 2
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fects of wind, siiow age, and topography, of which we
know nothing c1 ptioti, may also be important. For temperatures above the melting point, a mixture of snow/ice
and meltponds is assumed. The emissivity is a weighted
sum of snow and fresh-water
emissivities.
where the
weights are 0.8 for snow and 0.2 for water. This is only
an approximation,
however, as the area fraction of snow
and melt ponds can be very different from these values.
The procedure to determine
(2) and (3) is summarized as follows. Modeled emissivities and observed tenperature and humidity profiles are used with LOWTRAN
to estimate radiances at the satellite. In the radiative
transfer calculations the temperature
of the first level, essentially a shelter temperature, is used as the surface (skin)
temperature. (In KH92 the skin temperature was modeled
using an energy bala~~ce approach. Any gain in accuracy
attributable to that approach would be lost here as a result
of the greater variety of surface types and geographical
regions considered: that is, it would be difficult to define
an appropriate set of boundary layer conditions applicable to all surface types and locations.) The modeled radiances are integrated with the sensor response functions
for the A\‘HRR and ATSR channels and then converted
to brightness temperatures.
,d least-squares
multiple linear regression is used to determine the coefficients in (2)
and (3). These are given in Tables 24 as a ftmction of
the clear-sb
11 PIN temperature
in three ranges. Correlations between estimated and actual surface temperatures in the regression analvsis are greater than O.9i in
all cases. RMS errors range- f’rom less than 0.1 to 0.3 K.
the larger values corresponding
to the higher temperature category. With the two scan angles, the ATSR algorithm produced an RMS error more than 0.1 K smaller
than that of the A\‘HRR at higher temperatures.
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emissi\it)- over laud surfaces tends to be soltlewhat lower
than that of snow, and also exhibits important spectral
and temporal variations (rf’an and Dozier, 1989). Additionally, land surface temperature
itself varies at relatively high spatial frequencies,
so that the best one can
hope to rstimatc~ is an “area-average” surflice temperature within the sensor field of vie\v.
For snow-free land surface temperature
retrie\.al, radiative transfer theory can be used to derive relationships
between sm&e temperature, split-window radiances, and
spectral einissivities (e.g., Price, 1984: Reeker and Li,
1990; Sohrino rt al., 1994). The independent
variables in
these models are mathematical
combinations
of e, ,, cIz,
T,, . and Z’,?, the emissivities and brightness temperatures
at 11 pm and 12 pm. Prata (1993) shows that the unknown parameters of these models can be related to physical properties of the atmosphere
and the lad surface,
so knowledge of these parameters doa~s for the detrrmination of surf&e temperature from satellites data. Although
SOIIW studies include standard Arctic atmospheres
in
their radiative transfer simulations (e.g.. Becker and Li,
lYYO), iwne he
their calculations
excliisi\,eh_ on obseived high-latitude
atmospheric
profiles. To derive a
split-window algorithm specificallv for Arctic, land areas,
the same modeling approach as that 11src1fi)r ice sii&ce
temperature
\viis followed.
The modeled relationship betwee11 sllrflce rmissivity
and brightness temperature
is \‘tl~ nearI\- linear in the
emissilitv range of 0.90-I.OO. So it is po&le
to model
bright&s
temperatures
in each spectral band at emissivities of 0.90 and 1.00, and to calclllate In-ightness temperatures at arhitrar)- emissivities by linear interpolation.
Brightness temperatures
in the 11 ,~~tn band were thus
determined
for flmissivitirs of 0.90. 0.95. antI 1.00. For
rac11 valuc~ of c, ,. the 12 pin brightness temlxraturc~ was
determined
using spectral emissivi$ cliffercvices (c, ,-E,~)
of -0.01. -0.00.5. 0.0, 0.005, and 0.01 i except where this
wo111d result iu a \&e of t‘,? exceeding 1.0. These xllues
e~~c‘omp~~ssthe rauge of Ineasurrd cmissi\itirs
of Arctic
htl
co\-er t\lx~ gi\vn II]L Rers (1 YD3), ant1 provide for

l&ions are high, greater than 0.97 in all CXSC‘S.RMS errors are also similar (from less than 0.1-0.3 K), though
slightlv larger (0.4 K) at higher temperatures
dur to
greater \%ability
in atmospheric moisture.

realistic einissivity differences between the two split window channels
(e.g.. Prata, 1994a,b). The regression
method of relating modeled brightness ternperatlrres
to
surface temperature
was used for the srro\v-free laid algorithm with the following differences:
1) radiosonde
profiles only from land stations were used, am1 the latitudinal range was extended southward to W’N (Fig. I), 2)
because spectral einissivities at 11 purl\ and 12 ~III are
spatially variable and generallv unknown, they are \-al<ables in the regression, and 3) scan angle is not a variable
in the regression since the dependence
of emissi\itv on
biew angle is unknown. The regression model for SIIOWfree land using the AVHRR and ATSR is
T,=n+l~T,,+~T,,+c~~;,,+~,~;,~,

DISCUSSION
What is the magnitude
of the atmospheric
corrections
implicit in (9). (3), and (5)P Given the low water vapor
content of polar atmospheres and the near-uuit emissixities of snow and ice, one would expect the difference
between the actual surface temperature
and the 11 pm
brightness temperature
to be small. Figure :3 ilhlstrates
the magnitude
of this difference over the temperature
range typical of high latitude regions. Results are shouw
for twc; swan angles: nadir and IjO’. At low temperatures
atmospheric
attenuation
is minimal,
and the I 1 pull1
brightness temperature
itself is ;i good estimate of the
at higher summer tenIii contrast.
slufacr temperature.
peratures the difference between the brightness temperature and the surface temperature
can be :3” or mor(‘.
Also shown is the influence of the near-unit enrissi\i~ in
the retrir\,al of surface trmperature.
The lines in the,
figure show the differences
between
11 pulli brightness
temperatllres
and blackbody temperatures
for snow emissicities at nadir and FjO”Liewing angles. The\, were deter-

(5)

Although (5) is a simple linear combination
of emissivities and brightness temperatures,
it performs with the
same level of accuracv as models that contain more explicit physics. For ex&nple, refitting the model given 1,~
Price (1984) with the same data simulated in this study
results in a root-ineaIi-scjuarecl
error for olir model that
is slightly lower than that obtained by Price’s model. Following the scheme for ice-covered ocean and snow-co\-ered land, models for snow-free land are developed foi
the three different temperature
ranges. Coefficients are
give11 in Table S. As with the snow/ice regressions. corre-
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Figure 3. The difference between the surface temperature
and the modeled 11 ,~rn brightness temperature (Z’,) over a
range of temperatures at two scan angles. Also shown is the
difference between the blackbody
tures for two surface emissivities.

and brightness

tempera-

mined by inverting the Planck function and therefore indicate the effect of emissivity alone in the retrieval of
snow (and approximately
ice) surface temperature.
The
figure shows that emissivity differences in the tempera
ture range examined here are small relative to the atmospheric effects.
Inclusion of AVHRR Channel 3 (3.7 pm) in surface
temperature
retrieval has been shown to be useful under
certain conditions.
For example, Llewellyn-Jones
et al.
(1984) found that triple window simulations for the tropics were significantly better than split window, but not
for temperate latitudes. Barton (1985) found Channel 3
useful in both tropical and midlatitude
(Australia) locations. Of course, the use of Channel 3 would be limited
to nighttime analyses because it measures reflected solar
radiation as well as emitted thermal energy. However,
this chamrel is often noisy at low temperatures
when the
amount of emitted energy is small, typical of the polar
night. Even if the potentially high noise level were not
considered, modifying (2) to include Channel 3 reduces
the RMSE in the regression by no more than 0.003K for
all satellites, which we do not consider a significant improvement
in accuracv.
The dependence -of the coefficients on sensor scan
angle has been found to be important by other investigators (cf. Barton, 1985; Minnett, 1990). This is also the
case for IST retrieval, although incorporating
both Channels 4 and 5 in (2) reduces the effect that increased path
length at large scan angles has on the surface tempera-

ture estimation when scan angle is not taken into account
explicitly. Various forms of predictor equations similar to
(2) but without the scan angle term were tested, and resulted in increased RMSE values on the order of 0.1 K
over using (2). This indicates that including
the scan
angle in the algorithm provides a small increase in accuracy.
The seasonal and satellite dependence
of the coefficients is significant. KH92 demonstrates
that errors between 0.1 K and 0.6 K can result when coefficients for
one season, or equivalently the temperature
ranges used
here, are applied to satellite data from another season.
Similarly, using coefficients for one satellite with data
from another results in errors between 0.1 K and 1.0 K,
depending on the temperature
range.
Using SST coefficients developed for the North Atlantic (Llewellyn-Jones
et al., 1984) and the Greenland
Sea area (Minnett, 1990) to estimate IST would result in
an underestimate
of up to 0.7 K, largest in winter and
at scan angles of 40” and greater. Not surprisingly, the
difference is much larger, up to a 5.0 K overestimate,
when tropical coefficients (Llewellyn-Jones
et al., 1984)
are used. This comparison was made using simulated radiances based on the directional emissivities, whereas the
emissivity of the sea surface in the aforementioned
studies was computed by using the Fresnel equations with
the refractive index of water. These errors are similar to
those reported by Minnett (1986), where SST was retrieved from North Atlantic data using coefficients from
other regions. For snow-free land surface temperature
retrievals, using the method of Price (1983) with our
simulated polar radiance data set resulted in an RMSE
2 K higher than that obtained using is).

VALIDATION

Previous validation efforts have placed the accuracy of
the ice surface temperature
algorithm of KH92 in the
range of 14 K, depending
on the season (Key et al.,
1994; Yu et al., 1995). The performance
of the algorithms presented here is evaluated using satellite data coincident with surface observations at two Arctic locations:
an ice camp and a coastal station. The ice camp was part
of the Lead Experiment
(LeadEx), sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, located in the Beaufort Sea north
of Alaska during March and April of 1992. The surface
observations of the skin temperature are derived from the
upwelling, broadband longwave radiation with an Eppley
pyrgeometer. The upwelling longwave flux is corrected for
surface reflection of downwelling atmospheric
radiation
(measured) assuming an emissivity of 0.99: that is,

(6)
where L,, and L,I,,,, are the upwelling
longwave

flux, cr is the Stefan-Boltzman

and downwelling
constant, and E
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Figure 4. Comparison of surface temperatures measured in situ at the LeadEx camp
and estimated from the AVHRR. Also given
are the linear correlation coefficient. the
bias (mean difference between the satellite-

derived and surface measurements),
root-tnean-sqllare error.

and thr

is the ernissivity. AVHRR-derived
and surface-estimated
surface temperatures
for clear skies during LeadEx are
shown in Figure 4.
The temperature
retrieval methods were also applied to an annual cycle of AVHRR and ATSR data coincident with surface measurements
at Barrow, Alaska.
Barrow data were collected by NOAA personnel at the
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostic Laboratory (CMDL)
baseline observatory. Its coastal location makes comparison with satellite data difficult, especially during the
summer when surface ponding is prevalent. It is a veq
cloudy region and one of high relative humidity. Surface
albedo varies from about 0.2 during summer months
when snow-free to over 0.8 when snow-covered.
The
longvave data have been shown to be accurate to within
about 1% (Stone et al., 1996). As with the LeadEx data,
skin temperatures
were computed with (6).
Results are given in Figure S for the AVHRR and
in Figure 6 for the ATSR. For nonsummer
observations,
agreement between the surface and satellite-derived
tenperatures is very good. During the summer, the satellitederived temperatures
are significantly lower. The probwble reason for this is the occurrence of ponds, lakes, and
coastal waters within the AVHRR or ATSR field of view.
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,5. Comparison
of’ surface tcmperaturrs
measured in situ at Barrow and estimated from
the AVHRR. Also given are the linear correlation coefficient, the bias (mean difference b(*twren the satellite-derived
and surface measur(Alnents), and the root-lrleall-sciltare error.

Figflw

Previous validation efforts have placed the accuracy
of the ice surface temperature
algorithm of KH92 in thr
range of 14 K, depending on the season. The more extensive validation analysis presented
here gives accuracies in the range of 0.3-2.1 K, the larger errors being
attributable to the spatially variable surface of the validation area. With the two-direction
look, the ATSR algorithms exhibited somewhat smaller RMS errors for both
the regression analysis and the validation with surface
data, especially at higher temperatures.
Given that the atmospheric correction that forms the
basis of the surface temperature
estimation is relatively
small in the dry polar atmosphere,
we believe the primary factor controlling
the accuracy of the estimates
both here alid in KH92 is cloud masking. Even with currently available cloud-masking
algorithms,
the demonstrated accuracv is sufficient for most climate process
studies.

Fig:llre 6. Comparison of surface temperatures measuredSin situ at Barrow and-cstimated from the ATSR. Also given are the [inear correlation coefficient, the bias (mean
difference between the satellite-derived
and
stIrface measurements).
and the root-meansql~are error.

CONCLUSIONS
Validation of Surface Temperature

Methods for the retrieval of the clear sky surface temperature of sea ice, land ice, and snow-free land in the
polar regions using AVHRR and ATSR thermal data
have been presented.
Arctic and Antarctic radiosonde
data were used to model sensor radiances. Empirical formulae relating the skin temperature
to 11 ,um and 12 ,um
brightness temperatures,
emissivities, and the scan angle
were then developed. The algorithms presented here are
refinements
and extensions of that given by KH92 for
the sea ice surface temperature.
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